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ABSTRACT

Page Two

Two perSons who;openly espouse 'divergent life styles have

suCcssfully developed a,university Human Sxuality course, emphar

sizing ,their divergence tlostrengtheri,lhe clourse. What is,replicable

and what is seen as idiosyncratic to theirlsrtuation is delineated.

, i

The process of the changen their worAino xela TOnS-hi-p-and7the

management of the different life Stylesincluding the techniques

they have developed are discussed. Each is responsible for-different

content prese tations and hdw.studentS document 'their learning is

4

tfearn .

) objeCOIVes of the course are on

inccea'sed:yersOnal gexual'awared'ess, ecreased sociological cognitive

thi'ee

knowledge, 'and:greaterlhegration7of knoWledge'and theory for

professional use. By sharing the unique teaching experience, the

authors proVide a model for increasin sexual awareness for

broad spectrum of students.
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_ TEACHING S- EXUALITY
illERGENT LIFE-STYLE VIEWPOINTS

P6RP4ES:

SOC 456: Perspe on Human Sexuality; PSY 325: yman-

SexuaLAehavio
actafTWork-andTSexual Istues. Entries-

14 /4' J
such as these En college c talogueS indicate the prevalence .of these

i ..

';

Page Three a

courses now included in un verty curricula -- but at this 'stage,
:. '

prOaration for this colle e teaching in human sexuality is more often

,the result of individual acuity interest
-,..,..

and initiative than it is
.the result f any 4pecial zed training. Thus, those of vs who. teach

human sexuality in cplleg have often developed many of our skills1141K .

"on the jobs" through acci ent and good hindsight. We offer our

experiences in the hope hat they may be useful to other faculty

'members considering deve opment of sexuality courses.
'.1??.'4'

The purpose of this paper is,to present the methods

processes by which we discovered a workable/working team-teaching

style for our human sexuality course. Some-of what we must cover.

is idiosyncratic -- the conflicts and meshing of our personalities\

within the specific context of our-,university.' On this level the

paper is for us a celebration of our friendship and partnership. It

is also part of the analysis of the success of the course through
its history. We'will try, however, to sort out historic accident
from replicable processes so that other instructors may incorporate

our techniques and possibly our team teaching approach into their

own_work. In that event, our 'history may serve as a comparison for

the conflicts and growth they_ experience.

4
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UNIVERSITY AND THE COURSE STRUCTURE:

We teach et SangaMon State University, an' environment. that

has several factors that should be presented. it is a new upper-
. \.

level public affairs univer ty where faculty are given a relative-
.

ly wide range of fr edom in curriculum development and class size

is relatively smal AWe began teaching Human Sexuality in\the

pring

more than casual interest, for tpe'universitY was a new elemen \in

its midst and w were a new element in the university. (One hope-

ful legislator ad alr dy stated in his platform he would prevent

"sick sex at Sangamon State".) While we were in'agreement that

the issues of homosexuality and gender identity were appropriate

to the currt ulum we knew others didn't. Thiis was especially
" P

. -

", problematic in the films that we were using, many-from Multi-Media
4 -

,,I.,: t. .

-.
/

ReSgrces:. We vividly remember the curiosity of non-class members
,...

which ldd to rumors that could be detrimental to the continuation
ve

of the class; but we also gratefully remember how the origtn61

class members--were the best supporters of the total learning ex-
.

perience and aftftst with missionary zeai sought to dispel these:' I

-Class size and structure h4s varied Somewhat. The

smallest class group was 22'people and the largest was 142: The

common size is about 30, at tile request of the University. We
4

have the classification for entrance to the class designed as

"With Permission of InstrUctipi-" so that we. can control the number.

The procedure also allOws us, to interview each interested stuelent
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and to suggest a student enroll at ,a later time should that person

appear to be wanting the class for moralistic,or heavy psychiatric

A

reasons. This also produces a kind of personal investment in the

class which makes support for its continuation easily felt.

We work on a grade contract with our students in which the

main reqUirement is the keeping of a journal Figure 1). In,addi-(

t+on-to 'we-ask for active participation in 'discussion. We

explain that only quiet attention in_the group puts the more verbal

students ilfmor/v;Inerabla persitions. And we also encourage, the

4
mire verbIlk:sstudent- to be responsive to those less Lomfortablej_n

idea,sharing. Readig requiremen are quite heavy. Students

choose the kind and number of their'journal entries to reflect read-

ings, dlass 'experiences, film rea tions,-and outside contacts

They determine the kind and number orentrres according to the
1

grade they wish to receive. In our experience the journal has

proved a good indicator of &mrse understanding and competency

as well _as of personal growth. Students may also elect to take

a pass/fair evaluation. 'The contract removes tension in the

teacher/student relatio'nship. We are not required to make a

grade judgment or a statement about someone's sexuality-,, but we

write a lengthy evaluation of our perceptionS of total growth

a- -and learning at the end of the semester. This.gives you the

setting in which the two of us are teaching.

THE INSTRUCTORS:

Both Clif us as instructors of the course differ greatly

in our academic t fining, politics, life styles and original
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teaching age . Through bosh accide t and conSO:U 1.749S-
.4

relationship in and outside the classroom, we made t, .el fferenes

work for the class.

Mary, who got her Ph.P. in cultural anthropdlogy at Indiana

University including work at thee` Kinsey Institute acknowledges that

her academic work is influenced by political views. She sees her-

self as- a -eta ttl r a--1- Marx i-s-t a-nd a feml-n-ist The small clASS gi 7e- and_

\

flexible curriculum at SSU have helped her to developiher interests

1

bdOnd traditional .nthropo 04 e While her original teadings in

/

sexuality were re earth - orient +d -- the Kinsey reports , Masters

\and Johnson's books -- he is ow most interested in theoreticalt
works on sexuality, most part cul.arly Whilhelm Rei ih's'earlier

books.

HOT, \tyle'underwent a great deal of c4angq in the

first year of the teaching.relationship. Hersix-year marriage

ended in divorce during that time. Now she lives communally with

adults and children, and is In the process of single, parent adoption.

She does not see marriage as a likely future alternative; She pre-

fers to live communally and to maintain some other sexually open

relationships in addition to a primary one.

Caryl likes to think of herself in her third career. First

she taught family living and high school home economics. Then after

receiving an MSW at,the University of Chicago she began her next

career as a community college counselor and also'taught sociology

of the family. She became increasingly process oriented, becoming

7
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more hmmanistid in her teaching and Rogerian in her style of

counseling. As often happens to tkose of us teaching such courses,

more of her c&Unseling requests were dealing with marr age and

s e.xua blems.

The teaching of,this course began her third areer, that

of "the woman counselor" for University students ant, of a University

faculty member whose advocacy of the process of ma riage is well V

known. With her husband, a physician and medical/school ean, she

also teaches the Minnesota Couples Communication Program She

cl?ssifies her marriage as an open one uSing the O'Neil's efinition

but one that is sexually monogamous, for she sees this as the symbol

of the commitment. Her family picture also includes two teenage

sons.

A small example indicates the different styles 'of- the

instructors. Returning to Springfield on a flight from'a pro-

fessional meeting we sat together, each engrossed in our own

needlework. Caryl was wearing her usual blue-Coned Danish-

looking clothing and was doing fine and intricate needlepoint

on a tiny piece of. canvas and. clipping her stitches with a silver

scissors hanging from a ribbon around her neck. Mary, in-her

perennial blue jeans and lo se shirt, was crocheting plant hang-

ers, using a size K hook andsraw jute, 00 cutting her stitches

with a camping knife. It was no wonder our Self-images initially

frightened each other; we could not have seemed more different.
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We were told about each other by a student whom Caryl had

taught at ,the community college level and Mary had'taught as he

had proceeded through Sangamon State. He felt sure that two

women with such strong mutual interest in family planning would

want to knOw about each tithe . But whether we,were going to be

able to work together wasNa g questio

OUR MANAGEMENT OF DIFFERENT L FE STYLES:

The proces bywhich a learned o trust each other aid

to become honest Aout our dif erencd% in a sense, how we

developed the ability to argu about our ifferences and express

(I
real anger at times and yet to come back together -- has been one

of trial and error. Yet we try to 4eplicate this procest. Our

reflection about the organic process by which we bec e friends

and colleagues will help clarify holw we move peop e within a class

toward value clarification. Very early in sessions we made

the commitment to get together weekly ic plarj the class and to talk

with each Other. Honesty was one of our strongest values so that

we shared our feelings about the class. We .had many conversations

in which we would attempt to be increasingly'honest with each other

.

about what occurred in our personal lives, andWhat was important

tows. NOnetheless both of us had the fear, that if we.went over

into the negative Side and cOuld'no longer accept the other, it .

. would be a frightening omen for the class, as well as for the

friendship that we were beginning to develop through the experience
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of sharing in all our stud ns' lives.,A sharing' f reactions to

,---the lass process with the\class resulted in the roup's slowly

opening to each other.

The hardest thing f r us to understand was the,differenc

betwee our concept of sex. Mary was aware of this difficulty

whiO u de it hard for her tc.establish trust in Caryl when sh

wanted o share the struggle within her ynarriage. But when

became aware that Caryl did not advoc 'te continuing in a destructive

marriage relationship, and could feel support from her for the

decision to divorce and theft the later decision to live communarly,

a ground source of trust and professional respect for ch of us

was created that allowed us both to confidently ,agree o disagree.

An issue we both kneW we shared originally, $ the fear

that we would proselati'ze for our own kind of life style and thus

end 'up in con lict. But early we discsavered that the primary Value

to our teachin from divergent life 'styles was that we reached

entirely differ spectrums of students. In doing so, we ov

lapped a little b t, but.we were able to open up many more students

to us, to each oth r, and to themselves.

While we we `e polarized in the classon issues of alternate

life styles versus b th traditional end non-traditional marriage,

t

we saw the class pola tzedion the issue Of homoSexuality. In
,

-..

4,0,
/

, .

.

N.
turn, our need to at mediators dur. ng those difficult periods

,. .

strengthened the relati ship that we ere developing. In a sense

10
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"'",., I .
.

.

we. were helping students get into ControVersy,.by allowing them to
.

.

witness the controversy betrieen'y and to ;Model their.styles of
/.,

a

argument on ours. The .management of situations of conflict was
0

further facilitated through the kinds of communication skills that

we were teaching in the claSS.

.

Many students have since said lhat seeing two women-with

ver=y different value syste s.and_life,styles,iwork together gave

-

them courage t6 listen and o try to understand.' The more radical

young student became aware at shp/he could listen to.the student
'

who was an/engineer from the state highw y departmen he to
\

her. Some students have ack owledged tha seeinghow we t

with differences gaVe them th ml- permission -- almo t aexpectation

1

,

\

to deal with their diversily and conflict. A w man, a librarian

,.
\in her mid twenties, wrote: \

"Seeing how you two wo en, who are o,diffe ent,

relate, hats given.me th incentive o deal ith

my parents' values as they differ with my d cision
to remain single and live alone. Before l" hought
it best to ignore them."

\

SPECIFIC-TECHNIQUES USED":-
K

We both agreed we wan ed factual lear j g to t k place.,

with affective learning. .we began bY using some.te hnique

11

to facilitate that kind of experience in the class -- to get the

clasd io'a position where they could work together as a group
0.

A spite of our value-differences. The first exercise -,uged iS a
0

,-

value positioning technique which We call the "Human Ltkert Scale"

/
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M.oNotveet

(Figure 2 ) . /We use it the fi*st-session of the class to get the

. become . P f,'
-stUdents o ving with'each other and to aware of whgre

l'

theY .

i kr
..

are al e ordifferent from fellow students. Side benefits arethai

Page Elevep

Stud nts touch each other as they move around the, room. They

not come in, find chairs that suitithem the best, and stick in

hem the whole semester:

We re-d-the series Of-statements p

ranges of opinions expressed by all types of people on various

aspects of S,xual behavi-or. S e of the statements ,include "I

have to have a love relationship in order to have a sexual

relationship;" "I woUld, want my- 14year-bid child to have access

t6. information about birth -control;" or "irthink homosexuals
. .

should' be allowed to oarrykl,!. "I see the necessity to keep homo-

_sexuals outs. of .some government.work". When we read a'statement

we ask the students to get up and arraw themselves across the

,room on an imaginary axis representing a range 6f opinions from

. .

"Strongly Disagree" through "Strongly Agree" with "Neutral or

Undecided" holding the center of the room. We insist that they

get in .a linear order, allowing for a certain amount of jostling A

for position and conversation among them. At various points on

certain issues we each move into the line to show how much we

differ%On particular issues..

We repeat thiS exercise in the last session of thb -class

to give people some sense of where they and others have changed

12
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the profile of the class on majorl'Ssues. It also leads to ware-

ness of-bow they have wrestLeeWith their values throughout the

10;"'_

class, perhaps to emerge with 7

0.

firmer hold on the values

with which'ihey entered

AnothiiF. -common technique we use is:small group Oroetss.

Early- we. 'devise groups having .a wide variety of kiHds ofstudents 1

jnale, female, age range, life style range; and then build group

-truSVas,one would,with. apy small group. We plternate facilitating

1,
those groups. We baveat_times used the idea of remaining.with'bne

group for the entire

their desire to have

Semester but-the students have expreSsed

exposure to " both of us..

Another topic and technique --:that we:have used to

eeve&opa sense, of trust and caring within the class is sensuality.

Before we get to explicitly sexual topics We.try to ,uwaken the

students awareness of:all theirAenset, of how they have!enjoyed-.

them in tHe past, of how those stnses. have metOred over time. We

introduce sensuali4 in a Show-and-telf, session, Whege everyone

in"-, the class bring's objects or a willingne5s to share an exper,

fence or some talent i which they express their enjoyment in life, -

,rk
in Meslow's 'terms; a ".peak experience". We each bring in four or

0."
J

five things of odr own liking and again at this point share how

we differ in' our owp sensuality. We go around the room, each

person-sharing experiences with the class. We've had everything--

.

pets, pictures of children,, favorite paintings, and poetry. People,

eat yoghurt with a silver spoon or knead bread dough and pass it

13
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around.fOr everyone to poke. -One woman hugged each: perSen,while

wearing her flannel pajamas:. As different kinds of experiences

are shared, there is .aSnoWballing effect, and everyone appreciates,

the other sensual experiences.i

Inthat same session we folrOw up with a series of non-

threatening touching exercises to develop trust in the cl-ass--. Later
'.

we process feelings raised by the exercises. Some people,are very

excited, and others that beCoMe aware they have had a hard -time

dealing with:some aspect:of them..- The class.session closes with

one of our-favorite.sensublis experiences. We serve

fudge sundaes -4-riCh,vanil.la ice cream; creamy and

sauce, and all t

toasted cashews.

special hot

warm fudge

estrimmi:ngs of whipped cream, cherries, and the

his whole session iszJe good bridging experience

Of the differences betWeen us and ',among 'class members; making us_

realize-the,validity of differing lifestyleS through sharing these

.0 common sensualities. This has always galvanized the class, and

at that point we are able to go on to controversial Contents.
,

.DIFFERENT CONTENT-PRESENTATIONS: <0 r
1 r

Thr oug Out the course the vario s topics involved in

sexuality a e :viewed through the perljpective of the two life

styleS. The i sue of commitment or involvement in a sexual.

relationship' highligtits the .difference between us. Caryl presents

the many kinds of monogamous marriage relationships and their

°characteristics. Carl Rogers' Becoming Partners focuses on the



4

Minnesota Couples Communication styles, which Caryl deMonstrates,

introduce means pf working ou' problems within their commitment.

We role play some of these st les for students to show their use-

fulness in enriching' relations ips. These styles then serve-as
7

models for ComMunicationbetwe n class members for the rest of the

term, and'alloL open, non-thre tening discussion of divergent'

?
life. styles and'isjsues.

\..-
Mary presents material -bout group marriage, sexually

Iopen marriage, nbn-monogamous r lationships in general, swinging,

and communal iving. We have come more comfortable, each of us

advocating those.iife,styles we represent, talking about our

styles of rtelationships in highl positive terms. Then we are

also able to use tlj communicati on model to get students to talk,
.

abqut 'their own-reactions. to tho e issues.' We move from,the,

leCturepresented by each of us o styles of relationships, into

role-Oaying situations baSed on hose styles: These:role-0611'1g -.

situations include both those bas =d on sexuall7cloted monogamous

rtriages, and those dealing with on- traditional elements of

freedom-between sdlxes. In the roll- playing situations we also

deal with ihe'problemi-of sexually o enjngup what has been here-

4

tofore a monogamous relationship, a d with situations which have

arisen in group marriages and communl settings : The C1-855 members

in both small and Largi groups discus thg,dinamics of the

i teractions they observed.
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in teaching bi-sexuality we developed a tool we,call our

"Together" diagram (Figure 3). We had beep trying to find a way

to help students differentiate een affective, genital, and

fantasy behavior so that they cold begin to see their own variat-
.,

ions in behavior in different dimes and situations of their

a

lives. We tried to wovide rid, alJI the 0-6 Kinsey Scale,

whereby they could make a decisiOn and t k through for them=

selves', for example, their own gender

theseives:most of the time:

Th)e:diagram has the.effeCt of helping heterosexual people

wh have been uncomfortable with the topic of homosexuality. They
/

become aware of a way in which they can /better understand aspects

id ntity, or how they see

of their affective behavior with same sex friends, as behavior

they share with gay people. They are able to do this without

feeling as threatened as they had been-when they had. started the

course.

I

Within students) attitudes, we have found that both men

and women, as they develop group technique skills, will make It

.increasingly difficult for students who have non-accepting attitudes

to express theM in an accusatory or repressive, way "rwon't

deal with th6t," or "Here'S where I am," will be accepted and.

acknowledged Wit not, for example, "BeIng queer makes her an unfit

mother."

i6,
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, The lectures we present in our areas of expel=tise are

another example of divergence. From her ant ropological back-
,

'ground, Mary presents an overview of various cultures' sexual

behaviors ranging fnam repressive to highly sexually expressive

groups. From her interest in sexual theory she has developed a

slide lecture on the history of pornography. Drawing from her

v

experience in both,agencies.and public schools., Cary] presents

.i'ssues' in sex education. In her last lecture for the ter'm Caryl

discusses, the different types of sexual counseling, i.e. the Masters

and JOhnson.behavioral approach, Kaplan's use of pSychodynamics,

the Fithian-Hartman the Barbach Approech, and Dobson's .

worKwith women's graUps.

There is pn issue 1n-which we both are.very uncompromising

'e

and present a united front: the'rijht to sexual freedom. Whereas

we ave provided spade-in our class for very heated debatesk'about
_

sexual standards includihg such issues as abortion, pornography

standards and sex education, we have never taken an anti-gay or

anti-feminist point of view. On these we have been fairly con-
)

sistent and have taken some flack for refusing to consider

reflective alternatives tb these,. An enroVied university _admini-

strator who was uncomfortable with the philosophy that understanding -3-
4 eg

behdvior,didn't always mean approving behavior was very critical,

of Caryl for not sufficiently,presenting the " estatus quo// .

he represented. Sometimes we are questioned about-bias because*

(
1;11
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_.we ere bOth women, We-try to be opento what men are wanting to

say and 6,re quick to ask, "How do you see that from yours or a

male point of view ?" Over half of the specill speakers we

4t 0o lecture are en.

A
As many ors experience, the interest in all the

content objective becomeS'sO great that the semester seldom seems

.

Jong enough. It agins.with-walues introspection, sensualityi and

general awareness of group process and communication Openness.
.

-"Sex\itoles" and eterosexuality inTraditional Models and Alternate

Models" are folio ed by "Issues in Homosexuality.° "Sexuality

and the. Law and t, e Arts"*Slows from the previous topics.

.e -

C traception, adoption, abortion,,Tight-to life, are all

iSSAcS con dered hen pregnancy is inclubed as one of the facets

of sexuality. "Se education issues - where, when, who should

educate' follow by "sexbal dysfuncomnd models of treat-

ment,"

Our aim is tQ increase a student's .sexual awareness

three levels: personal value level where each can feel more

comfortable with-the r own seXuality;-a sociological. content level

involving basic zognitIve learning; and on a professional -

preparation level (a ajority of the students' learning objectives

include be oming huma services professionals).

The goUrnal en ties provide us with the satisfying evidence

that these'objecOves h ve been met:
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"I am that 'strong, independent woman! that I

described at,the.first session -- only now I

know myself so Much batteh. And from here 1

continueto look inside and out. To share M

self-acceptance with others when it will be

helpful"

"I'm getting more) in touch with my own sexuality

,and my shifting, changing values are starting to

hold some ground. By this I mean my values have

been in a state of change and I haven't'known what

I really value and want. So I'm saying now, some

things are more clear and I'm more aware of what

r want ."

"Our sexuality Is really oursentire being not a

separate, special part' of our liVes alone. Our

sex life is really the total of our personality.

And our sexuality comes into play with every human

contact. Externalization - revealing. ourselves to
r

significantl thol\s - not just everyone.

V/
,---

The Crerg. ConsVitation Servite have probably been

very valuable to many people. I had no Idea of. the

help available to people in our community before

19
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some of our excellpit speakers. As `a point I

noticed the speakers who came across as

themselves -- not as inflated/pretentious/or"

ma0e even insecure -- were always accepted by

our. class."

.1

Our doing thiS paper is a kind' 'celebration for us. We

are using the -paper to look back and evaluate.how we really have

developed a kind of team style that is not only carried into a

classroom but even in community speaking engagements, workshops,

/and in consulting we've done together. We look forward to

contauing to teach together. We hope to do a women's pre-orgasmic

group outside the University this coming year, We think that our

ability to work out this partnership has been reflecfed-every

se or in our students' growth, We would reccimm6d for other

faculty who are taking on the task of teaching human texuality that

:they try for this kind of:approach if they can find someOdy they

can work with and who are lioth willing to 0throUgh the group,

process together because of the very ue in teaching so many

kinds of people,and also for-the amount of persOnal'growth that

4 .;

is involved for yourselves. People on campus will say, that "Lf

you twe4 can get along, I guess anybody can".

zo
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FIGUREFIGURE 1
('

JOURNAL CONTRACT

The following are the criteria for grading thejOurnal for SOC 456,

Search for Personal and Social Ethics in Human Sexuality.

Journal w111- be kept, co sisting nf general entries (incluang --

thoughts on class sessions), entries on readings, films, and out-

side contacts. Credit for the journal will be given for 15

general entries, 4 on reading, 2'on films, and 2'on contra

Grades will be.determined as follows:
'Outside

General Readings Films Contacts

A 20 8 ' 6 4

B = 18 6 4 3

C = .15 4 2' 2'

,Journals falling below these requirements will be IncoMplete.

In addrition to this, I understand my participation and attendance

as jUdged by the instructors, will be considered in the grading

''process.

I agree to these standards of gradi g.

you prefer grade or credit only?

121 -414r,

Signature

Date



SEXUALITY VALUE POSITIONINGT.

age TwentY-'0ne

ctions: If you strongly disagree with the statement, go to

the farleft of. the room: If yOu'strongly agree,

42 to the right or place yourself in between where

you feel you are arcing the continuum of agreement

versus d-i-segreememt-i-

1. Only a married heterosexual couple should be allowed to adopt

children.

2: I see some necessity for security reasons .to keep homosexuals

out of some governmental work.

A love relationship is necessary for me to have a sexual

relationship.

4. One should not have intercourse unless they're married to

the person.

would want my 14 year-old to have, access'. to birth control

information and service.

6. I like livjng in the body I have.

7. My religion has provided me with a useful sexual ethic.

8. It is a woman's right to control the number and spacing of

her pregnancies.

9 Homosexuals should be legally allowed to 'marry.

10. If my spouse were having an affair I would want to know

about Jt.

2 2
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11 If my spouse were baying an affair with
a,Memberof'the same.Sex I would want to knowebout it.

12: Child- en shOuld
be encouraged to use the words such as penis.

and vagina instead of "wee-werand "down there".
13. Sex

education.,should be available,in
the,9th grade through the12th grade.

. I am able to express
emotions and feelings as freely as. r

i

would like to.

i
15. ft wo Id be ok with me if my 18

year-of-1J son bro ght his girlhome from college to share his room for' ehe, suMm r. J4

4:

4

za



FIGURE 3

GETTING .141(SELF TOGETHER SCHEMA

Page.TwentrThree,

0-6 Rating for Each Area

BEHAVIOR RATING,'

HomosexUa)

Affective

Behavior

Heterosexual

Self-social

Identi y I see

myself behavior)

Others' Socl'al

Identity (Others

see my behavior)

Fantasy

Behavior

Sexual

Behpvior ,

4.

s

ti


